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9:18 -                                      72 TAC 
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Now You Know 
Between Pesach and Shavuos, it is 

customary to learn the chapters of 
Pirkei Avos, Ethics of the Fathers. 

This week is the fourth perek, and 

there’s a very unique Mishna. 

Shmuel HaKatan says, “Do not 

rejoice when your enemy falls, lest 

HaShem see you are happy about 

it, and He will turn His wrath 
towards you.” 

What’s special is that these were 

not Shmuel HaKatan’s own words. 

Rather, they come from Mishlei, 
Proverbs. 

The commentaries say that because 

this was a frequent refrain of his, 

something he constantly taught 

others, it is considered to be 
somewhat of a motto. 

There is a common explanation of 

the phrase, “he used to say,” which 

we find often in Pirkei Avos. The 

message, we say, was not simply 

that the Tana articulated the words, 
but he actually lived them.  

He, his very being, through the way 

he conducted himself, conveyed a 
specific message. 

Shmuel HaKatan didn’t need to 

introduce anything “new.” He 

taught us a lesson by showing that 

one could live the Torah in a very 
real and practical way.  

Thought of the week: 

If you tell me I may not 
remember. If you show me I 
won’t forget. 

(ZK:BK ARQYW)  ...WMA TXT OYMY TEBw HYHW DLWY YK ZE WA BwK WA RWw‰ 

“An ox, sheep or goat that is born shall be under its mother 7 days…”(Vayikra 22:27) 

An animal is not acceptable as a sacrifice during the first week of its life. The Torah tells us 
that it should spend the first week with its mother and then from the eighth day and on it is 
acceptable to be used as a korban. 

One reason is that we want to make sure this animal is viable. An animal that lives to its 
eighth day is not considered a ‘neifel’, an animal that was born without the ability to stay 
alive. Only then, when it is confirmed to be completely “alive” is it fit for offering. 

Another reason, say the commentaries, is that this animal needs to have the benefit of a 
Shabbos. By requiring it to be at least a complete week old, we know that it has seen a 
Shabbos and benefited from its infusion of spiritual strength. In fact, the word for seven, 
shiv’as, is made up of the letters of Shabbos, plus the letter ayin, which means eye. This 
animal must have seen Shabbos in order to be worthy of becoming a korban. 

But if the purpose was to be alive for a Shabbos, why doesn’t the Torah say that? Why 
does it say that the animal must be at least seven days old, not “until after its first 
Shabbos”? Further, why mention the mother?  

The truth is the mother is important. The Gemara in Chullin and Bechoros says that this 
verse excludes an animal whose mother has died. It’s not enough for the animal to live 
through a Shabbos, but it must live a week with its mother. 

Perhaps we are learning an important lesson. The Shabbos experience is essential, 
because of the spirituality it infuses into the physical. But that isn’t enough. When one first 
encounters something, he may not understand its true nature. He may not appreciate it or 
categorize it properly. He needs guidance. 

Perhaps the Torah tells us this calf, lamb, or kid need to experience the Shabbos, as well 
as the other days of the week, together with a creature that has been through it before to 
teach us that we must also have teachers and people who guide us on how to experience 
this world. The right perspective will make all the difference on whether the Shabbos (or 
any other mitzvah) uplifts us or drags us down. Whether we see life and mitzvos as a joy or 
a burden will depend on how our parents or influencers portrayed it to us. 

That also means that we tremendous power in shaping the lives and perspectives of those 
whom we will influence. And with great power, comes great responsibility. 

R’ Avigdor Miller z”l would say that when it rains, people shouldn’t tell their children, 
“We can’t do that because it’s raining,” or make it seem gloomy, because that’s how 
their children will view rain their entire lives. Instead, speak of how wonderful and 
refreshing it is. Instead, marvel at what a miracle and kindness it is. It will give your 
children a better outlook on rain - and on life.  

Each Friday, the young children of the class would have a Shabbos party. They would set a 
table with a white cloth, place candles, grape juice, and goodies on the table, and have a mock 
Shabbos meal. 

One week, the teacher told Yankel it was his turn to be the Shabbos Abba/Tatty/Daddy.  “Go 
ahead, Yankel,” said the teacher, “Take your place by the Kiddush cup and begin the Shabbos 
party as if you were the father leading the meal.” 

Yankel slowly walked over to the seat, plopped down in the chair, loosened his tie and belt and 
let out a huge groan. “Ooooyyyy….” he sighed. “Hob ich gehat a shvereh voch,” (Did I have a 
tough week!!) 
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This week’s issue (and every issue) 

should be a merit for my mother  

Blanche Davids Gewirtz 
H‰ERZEYLA RBXH TB IYYRB HQBR 

G‰EwT RMWEL „BL‰ G‰EwT RMWEL „BL‰ G‰EwT RMWEL „BL‰ G‰EwT RMWEL „BL‰ ----    RYYA Z‰Y TRUPNRYYA Z‰Y TRUPNRYYA Z‰Y TRUPNRYYA Z‰Y TRUPN    
 On your birthday in Shomayim, I’m 

sending you Torah as a gift. Hopefully 

someone up there can find balloons. ☺ 

 

Also dedicated 

U‰LBY IBU‰LBY IBU‰LBY IBU‰LBY IB    H‰EH‰EH‰EH‰E    VWRB LAWMwVWRB LAWMwVWRB LAWMwVWRB LAWMw    ÂR N‰ELÂR N‰ELÂR N‰ELÂR N‰EL    

BWD YBC OYYXBWD YBC OYYXBWD YBC OYYXBWD YBC OYYX    ÂRÂRÂRÂR 

Shmilu ‘Sam’ Salamon  
on his first Yahrtzeit.    

17 Iyar 5777 
 


